
New in Germany



This is how I start, from the airport to my pride
From University, dorm to every side
 Pretty smile with a hand wave saying hi



Thank you for you precious time, 
oh not in English,
so Danke, is the perfect Prime



The nostalgia of the travel, relaxation and aroma of the blend 
are the component of the “coffee” word
because of the hoping from country to another this magic bean 
wrote its name by the smile of old times travelers who memorize 
the reading of lips, until become a word defines itself through time.



a mouth full of coffee and no place to smoke
holding my breath and running outside half naked and half resisting the cold
taking the last breath out and light a cigarette to just make the meeting on the spot.



The every morning relief, 
Not money, 
Not luxury perceive 
But plenty of bloating food to leave.



Surrounding signs, don’t touch, no hand shake
simple wave from behind 
Little of soap, rub, scrub, bubbles and 
wash hence no corona left on hand 



In my small room, I might don’t have a paper and a pen,
But a 4 walls and imagination, every sound is written
in a corner every moment is memory.
My diaries doesn’t fear heights
on sealing written, where every story just meet.



I don’t have many skills, neither physical nor hide
In between, waving on a chair balancing

my movement with a powerful mind
This is how I work on my desk, this is how I slide!!



Everything around is hidden with a white blancket, 
Snow holding the inner green, so relaxing
need a book, kafee and a cigarette packet.



The music turn off the time machine
Darkness breaks the purity of lights 
Moving and moving like the spirit search
for the light, leaving the floor
to the rhymes,
to the harmony , 
to the happiness that oompah music add.



The sound of 4 wheels around the wavy support make skating easy
but the elastic movement of skater, is a drawing that move from within frames.
Flying in the sky like nothing to ask why,
Freedom of time, place and even above the surrounding of skaters eyes.



Vacation full of colors, odor of joy and sound of Christmas 
harmony and acoustic
The energy in the body turned up like the volume of the music



Different places, different childhood, and same joyful start 
Four characters different names and still winning like the ace of hearts.



it was a nice gathering of joy and positivity the drinks
arrived and i heared them saying Prost!

cheers to happy upcoming days 
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